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Abstract
With development of Big Data technology these years, Internet financial companies in China started trying using
big data technology to do credit investigation instead of traditional methods. But there is some limitation and
problem in terms of data acquisition channel, information asymmetry and data privacy protection, etc. Block
chain, characterized in unalterability and decentralization comes into people's sight. This paper will introduce
block chain technology, explore the use of block chain technology in Internet financial credit investigation, and
put forward an internet financial credit data sharing model based on block chain, which mainly composed by the
Fin-tech Federate Servers group (FFS), the user data storage structure and a distributed database system (DDBS).
By combining DPoS and re-encryption technology, the model has the characteristics of non-tampering,
authorized access and convenient accountability. Through this model, the user data is recorded by the trusted
agent, encrypted by asymmetric encryption technology, and anchored to the chain of the block periodically.
Keywords: block chain, information sharing, internet finance credit
1. Introduction
The key to the survival and development of financial institutions is risk control, and credit mechanism is the
basis of risk management and control. With development of Big Data these years, Internet financial companies
started trying adopting big data technology to solve the credit investigation problem. The big data technology has
played more and more important role in this field and gradually replaced the traditional manual investigation
method. But the technology still has limitation in terms of data acquisition channel, information asymmetry and
data privacy protection, etc. Block chain, a new technology characterized in distributed storage, peer-to-peer
transmission, and consensus mechanism and encryption algorithm comes into people's sight.
As the underlying technology of BitCoin and other digital currency, block chain technology has the
characteristics of unalterability and decentralization with the use of encryption algorithm, consensus mechanism,
incentives and other mechanisms to realize peer-to-peer transaction in a distributed network, which provides
more possibility for online transactions, payment, and intelligent contract. It was considered as fifth disruptive
paradigm that may bring credit revolution to society after large computers, personal computers, the Internet,
mobile social networking, and is likely to become the next generation of global credit authentication and value
Internet infrastructure agreement. Block chain as a new solution to the trust problem, has especially caught the
attention of the financial science and technology field. The research on the application of block chain in the
financial field has become a hot spot in the research of block chain.
This paper will introduce block chain technology, explore the block chain technology and Internet financial
credit model, and put forward an internet financial credit data sharing model, Fin-tech Federate Data Bank
(FFDB), based on block chain.
2. Actuality and problems of Internet Finance in China
2.1 Actuality of Internet Finance in China
With deep integration of Internet technology and finance, many new Internet financial business and services are
emerging. China's Internet financial platform can be divided into four types as (Li, 2016):
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2.1.1 Payment Platform
The payment platform refers to the platform on which currency trading can be completed by internet terminals,
such as Alipay and WeChat. The use of mobile payment has become a considerable part of people's preferred
way of payment. The Great Wall securities research data show that the total scale of China's mobile payment
market transactions in 2012 was 140 billion Yuan, and rose to 9.31 trillion Yuan in 2015, increasing about 65
times. By 2017, it is expected to reach 15.4 trillion Yuan.
2.1.2 Financing platform
Internet financing platform is designed to meet the investment and financing needs of individuals and small and
medium-sized enterprises, including P2P credit, the crowd financing and small loan.
2.1.3 Financial Platform
Such pattern refers to a variety of financial or non financial institutions that provides products and services of
insurance, funds, foreign exchange, futures and others to investors through the Internet, such as Yu E Bao, Li Cai
Tong etc..
2.1.4 Service Platform
This kind of platform provides investors with financial information services, so that they can make more
efficient decision by more convenient information acquisition, sorting, comparison and analysis, such as 360rong,
Copper Street and so on.
2.2 Present Internet Finance Credit Reporting Mechanism in China
Credit is the cornerstone of financial transactions. Investors, financing users and institutions that are no matter
under traditional or the Internet financial system, need mutual trust relationship to achieve transaction. If basic
trust and credibility is lack, both sides will face enormous risks, and it will be highly possible to fail. The main
participants of China's Internet finance are small and medium-sized micro enterprises, and the financing
difficulties caused by the asymmetric information and the credit evaluation system are the obstacles to the
development of these enterprises.
Internet financial credit refers to that in order to alleviate or eliminate the problem of asymmetric information of
Internet financial transactions, and reduce the adverse selection and moral hazard as much as possible, to
evaluate the user credit through collecting, sorting, storing and processing personal internet transaction
information and data (Ping, Chen, Li, Feng & Zhao, 2015).
The Internet financial credit system belongs to the social credit system. Its essence is information integration and
resources sharing: the industry agencies share, integrate and process their customers’ credit data and information,
in order to achieve the comprehensive customer credit evaluation. At present, there are two basic models of
Internet financial credit reporting in China:
2.2.1 Big Data Credit Model
Big data credit refers to the use of technology to manipulate diversified information that obtained from
diversified credit providers, e-commerce and social network, etc. and unstructured data, through information
cleaning, effective matching, data integration and deep mining so as to acquire accurate and predictive credit
data and evaluation reflecting the credit status. E-commerce platforms and P2P network loan platforms mainly
use this model, such as Ant Fin-tech using e-commerce transaction data from Alibaba and Sesame Credit System
to evaluate user credit.
2.2.2 Business credit reporting model
Business credit reporting model, represented by Microfinance Credit Information Sharing Platform (MSP) and
Network Finance Credit System (NFCS) is another type. MSP provides P2P companies, small amount loan
companies, guarantee corporations and other microfinance institutions with services including credit information
query and reporting, borrower blacklist and bad information sharing, etc. NFCS collect and organize five kinds
of credit transaction information generated by natural human subjects in internet finance processes, including
basic personal information, loan application information, loan repayment information, loan open information,
and special transaction information. Combined with credit information obtained from other fields, these
information is integrated into a credit report.
2.3 Problems of Present Internet Finance Credit Reporting
There are still some problems in present Internet financial credit reporting systems.
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2.3.1 Low efficiency and High Cost of Manual Audit
Manual verification is still the main way of Internet financial credit audit by collecting information and verify by
manual. At present, the core technology of the Internet financial risk control is similar to the IPC model,
including anti fraud, pre loan risk review, credit risk management, post loan risk assessment and collection etc.
(Wu & Wang, 2016). As no third party takes part in, there is no guarantee of credibility, so the enterprise must
further confirm the authenticity of information off-line. Specialized audit staffs make phone call or do on-site
investigation to confirm, which greatly increases the manpower cost and reduce efficiency. Because of the
limitation of manual check, it cannot completely ensure the authenticity of information either.
2.3.2 Serious Isolated Island Problem
Many Internet financial institutions cooperate with credit information platforms, such as MSP or NFCS, to
obtain credit information. However, the amount of information that can be obtained by these platforms is limited.
The information isolation between platforms and platforms is serious. Information is held respectively by various
agencies and is rarely shared, which leads to the result that information has not been effectively utilized. Other
credit information is held by other agencies such as telecom operators, government departments and courts (Li,
Li & Zhu, 2016). If Internet financial institutions want to get more information, they have to cooperate with
multi credit platforms and as a result risk control cost will increase.
In addition to that credit institutions are not willing to actively share data, safety of data sharing between
institutions is also a problem based on the traditional architecture. The data isolated island problem remains
unresolved in the credit reporting field.
2.3.3 Data Source Battle
User privacy protection must be paid attention during client information sharing. Ensuring authenticity and
safety of credit data sharing concerns vital interests of enterprises and individuals and still remains to be a
problem because of limitation of technology. Therefore, the allowance of being a formal credit data collection
channel is strict. Traditional credit agencies need to actively strive for allow authorization from relevant
departments and integrate data from limited scenes to take the initiative and opportunity of development in credit
reporting industry. As a result, competition for data sources is particularly fierce.
3. Block Chain
Block chain is first known as the basic support technology of BitCoin, a digital encryption currency. Satoshi
Nakamoto described the decentralized peer-to-peer trading system in BitCoin: a Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash
System. The 8 years’ operation of BitCoin has proved the feasibility of block chain technology. In recent years,
the application of block chain began to be independent of BitCoin.
3.1 Concept of Block Chain
At present, there is no widely accepted definition of Block Chain. In a broad sense, block chain technology is a
new decentralized infrastructure and distributed computing paradigm using encrypted chain block structure to
verify and store data, using the distributed consensus algorithm to generate and update data, using automated
script code (intelligent contract) to program and manipulate data. In the narrow sense, block chain is a data
structure according to the time sequence of valid data blocks to form chain combinations, and a decentralized
shared ledge that is undeniable, unalterable and attachable through cryptography (Xue, Fu, Wang & Wang, 2017).
Its essence is to collectively maintain a reliable database through a centralized approach. Block Chain contains
three major components.
Transaction record. Block chain technology is a distributed safe ledger. Any transactions that occur in this
network are recorded on the block chain system with agreed algorithms and structures. All transaction
information will be encrypted to ensure its accuracy and authenticity (Yuan Yong & Feiyue Wang, 2016).
Block. A block is a data structure that stores transaction information, and it is the basic storage unit of the block
chain. A block records all transaction information of all nodes that happened in 10 minutes. Blocks are chained
sequently and form a block chain.
Chain. When a node initiates a transaction, it needs to broadcast the information to other nodes, and other nodes
use the backup information to verify the legality of the transaction. After successful verification, the information
is stored in the last block, and the timestamp is connected to the block chain.
Generally speaking, block chain is a complete transaction information chain composed of blocks connected
according to time sequence.
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3.2 Characteristics of Block Chain
Block chain is a new database scheme, which has the characteristics of decentralization, unalterablility, security
and trustworthiness, and robustness.
3.2.1 Decentralization
Decentralization means that, in a system with many nodes, each node has a high degree of autonomy, and nodes
can be connected freely with each other to form a new connection unit. Block chain using pure mathematical
methods to establish the trust relationship between the distributed nodes, forming a trustworthy distributed
network. Any node can create and verify transaction. All the activities are based on distributed network.
3.2.2 Unalterability
All transaction information on block chain, which is a distributed network, will be publicly recorded. Each
transaction will be broadcast to other nodes, and must be verified by other nodes. When the node is verified, a
timestamp is stamped as a proof of the transaction time so that the uniqueness of each transaction is guaranteed.
The transaction data uses hash algorithm to generate hash value. Once the transaction information is changed,
the hash value will alter and cannot be verified by other nodes. This mechanism makes the cost and difficulty of
rewriting data very large, so the block chain technology has the characteristics of security and trustworthiness,
and is suitable for applications that need to ensure the authenticity of information (Yao, Wu & Yu, 2016).
3.2.3 Robustness
As each node in the distributed ledger stores a complete data backup, it can effectively prevent the data loss
caused by server failures and network paralysis. Malicious attack on a single node cannot affect the whole block
chain system and data sharing, unless someone can control more than 51% of the nodes in the system, which is
basically impossible (Li & Ren, 2016).
4. Application of Block Chain in Internet Financial Credit Reporting
Based on the current problems of Internet financial credit and the characteristics of block chain technology, this
paper introduces a design of data sharing model Fin-tech Federate Data Bank (FFDB) using the block chain
technology, in order to achieve decentralized, unalterable, safe and reliable credit data sharing mechanism
between internet financial institutions.
4.1 Basic Composition
The FFDB model includes three main modules: the Fin-tech Federate Servers group (FFS), the user data storage
structure and a distributed database system (DDBS).
4.1.1 Fintech Federate Servers (FFS)
The server of each Internet financial institution is the node of the model, which generates, verifies and records
the user transaction information. Delegate Proof of Stake (DPoS) is used as the consensus mechanism among the
Internet financial institutions.
Consensus mechanism is a rule that each node in distributed network agrees. Early BitCoin uses Proof of Work
(PoW) to ensure the consistency of the network distributed ledger. Proof of Stake (PoS) is an improved
mechanism based on PoW, that recording rights are obtained by the node with highest equity. DPoS is a more
effective and flexible consensus mechanism, which reduces the number of participating nodes and improves the
efficiency of consensus verification.
The working process of DPoS is that: first an initialization starts, all nodes separately vote for the delegates that
they trust. The first 101 nodes with highest scores that are willing become the representative nodes will take
turns to produce new blocks; once the authorized representative makes mistake when sign a new block or miss
its turn to produce a block, the next representative node will do the sign job instead. The node making mistake
may be cast on behalf of shareholders node seats; representative nodes need to register a unique 32 bit public key
which will be cited in the header of a record. All representatives’ action will be indicated by a performance
indicator. If one of them makes error several times, the indicator will suggest changing the delegate (Wang, Gao,
Dong, Guo, Chen & Wei, 2017).
4.1.2 User Data Storage Structure
In order to ensure user data needed for credit investigation, especially user's personal information and financial
behavior information, be true, unalterable with effective dissemination, a hierarchy of storage structure should be
designed.
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Block chaain does not directly
d
save user data in pplaintext. Thee nodes add tthe timestamp, operate the hash
algorithm and acquire a certain lengthh of the hash vvalue. The hash value will bbe organized iin accordance with
binary treee structure, nam
mely Merkle trree and stored in blocks.
The generration of Merkkle tree is to ddivide data bloock into hash ffunction, and then take out two data to do the
hash operaation, and go reecursively untiil the only Merkle root is maade.
The characcteristics of thhe Merkle tree is: (1) each noon-leaf node iss the hash valuue of its leaf noode; (2) the Merkle
tree has goood scalabilityy; (3) it’s easy to find the souurce from bottom of the Merrkle tree. The time complexiity of
this processs is low, whicch greatly imprroves the efficciency of the nnode; (4) nodes do not need to save all the
e user
data but onnly need to keeep the header tthat contains thhe Merkle root contains and the legitimacyy of the data ca
an be
verified.

Figure 1. Merkle Tree, the User Data Storage Struccture
DBS)
4.1.3 Distrributed Databaase System (DD
The user ddata is encryppted and storedd in the distribbuted databasee, which decreeases the posssibility of data
a loss
because of hardware faailure, disasterrs and so on. By a distribuuted database, users can inddex the distrib
buted
database ssystem when there
t
is need to access filess in the data bblock. This heelps reduce thhe pressure off data
storage and high frequenncy access to thhe block chainn.
4.2 Mechhanisms of FFD
DB
4.2.1 Dataa Block Groupiing
The hash vvalue of the user's
u
original data is stored in the data bllock after the hash algorithm
m. Each data block
b
contains thhe hash value of 10 pieces of user data aand header infformation. Eacch piece of usser data consissts of
three partss: metadata, daata owner's puublic key and data digest. T
The compositioon of the data block is show
wn in
Figure 2.

F
Figure 2. Com
mposition of Daata Block
a that
FFDB usees a block struccture similar too BitCoin. Eacch block storees no more thaan 100K data. For small data
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does not nneed to be enccrypted, the orriginal informaation can be sttored directly in the abstractt. For encrypte
ed or
large data,, the data digesst will be calcuulated and storred in the data block, and meeanwhile, the ooriginal data will be
stored in thhe distributed database systeem. The data ddigest in the daata block can ccomplete the inntegrity check
k, and
can also bee used as the inndex to find thhe data in the ddatabase. The data block of tthis form imprroves the efficiiency
of each bblock in the peer-to-peer
p
ttransmission oof the distribuuted network,, and reducess the cost of data
verification.
4.2.2 DPoS
S and Rewardiing
The initiallization of thee DPoS conseensus mechanism is to seleect 101 repressentatives by voting. These
e 101
representaatives are usuallly large Internnet financial innstitutions, andd have the ability of data recording and inq
quiry.
These noddes are responssible for recordding requests submitted to thhe data block annd signing witth the private key.
k
FFS nodess will obtain reward
r
points iif they compleete a data servvice. If the nodde produces errror blocks or miss
signing a nnew block, points will be deeducted. Whenn one node’s score is below the threshold, it will be repllaced
by the nodde ranked behhind the repressentative. The points as a reeward mechannism encouragee Internet fina
ancial
institutions to share dataa and provide ddata services.
4.2.3 Re-E
Encryption for Data Sharing and Protectionn
Re-encrypption mechanissm is used to reealize the sharring and accesss control of thee user data. Thhe characteristiics of
decentralizzation enables the system doo not need the only proxy to do re-encrypttion Any node in the FFS ca
an act
as a proxyy to complete thhe re-encryptioon operation, w
will be rewarded points throuugh this operattion.
When a Innternet financee institution haas a demand too query the user credit inforrmation, the usser will encryp
pt the
data on his terminal annd then will ggenerate a corrresponding pproxy re-encryyption key froom him and to
o the
institution. The proxy ree-encryption power will com
mpeted by nodees in the FFS competition, aand the user sh
hould
select one from the com
mpetition list too become the sservice node. H
His re-encrypttion key will bbe sent to the node.
n
After the pproxy re-encryyption node enccrypts the ciphhertext by the rre-encryption kkey. The cipheertext will be stored
in the dattabase, and thee institution’s public key w
who has the qquery requirem
ment is the inddex identifier. The
institution can access the database and decrypt the user data with its ow
wn public keey. Through proxy
p
re-encrypttion, data shariing and privacyy protection caan be easily reaalized.
4.3 Model Structure andd Working Proccess
The structuure and compoosition of the F
FFDB model aare shown in Fiigure 3.

Figure 3. FF
FDB Model Strructure
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Similar to BitCoin, data will be frozen about every 10 minutes. The representative node in the FFS will submit
Merkle root to the blocks in the chain, so every 10 minutes a new block will be generated. This process repeats
and thus forms an unalterable block chain.
5. Summary
The rapid development of block chain technology provides new possibilities for various fields, and it becomes a
hot topic in academic research field. This paper puts forward an idea of Internet financial credit reporting
mechanism based on block chain, in order to realize the safe and reliable data sharing between Internet financial
institutions. Through this model, the user data is recorded by the trusted agent, encrypted by asymmetric
encryption technology, and anchored to the chain of the block periodically, so that the data cannot be tampered.
Compared with the traditional data sharing technology, because of the use of rotation responsibility system, it’s
easy to track down to the responsible node and can prevent abuse or fraud. Each organization can obtain the
unified and credible results quickly. All parts are thus connected and work with interoperability. User
information can be stored immediately, and users can manage their own behavior data, through proxy
re-encryption to authorize the trustworthy organization.
The combination of FFS and DPoS builds a foundation platform for the realization of Internet financial credit
data, but there is also limitation in this design. For example, as long as a deal is verified by more than half of all
nodes, then it is valid. There is still possibility, although highly unlikely, a whole network is maliciously
controlled, which means more than half on all nodes are controlled. In this regard, the model can be further
studied.
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